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CRSTAR E‐NEWS: SELECTING CASES PER FACILITY FOR MULTI HOSPITALS 

Recent security changes resulted in being able to enter multiple hospital codes in the 
"Hospitals" box at the top of the Select a Population screen. As a result, it is no longer 
necessary to use the "Edit Selection" box to select all cases vs. unique primaries. The purpose 
of this E-News is to demonstrate how to select cases in a multi hospital system for cases in all 
facilities, cases for select hospital groups and unique primaries. Note: The examples below 
are using our test database that has 10 facilities.  

1. The population below shows how to select all unique primaries in a multi hospital 
system for analytic cases diagnosed in 2017. By leaving hospital code blank, the system 
will select all 2017 unique analytic primaries for hospitals 01-10 in our database. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By clicking Edit Select, the user can see the selection criteria of the population. Below are 
two examples of selecting by hospital code.  

 

Leaving hospital code 
blank, the all flag is 

used to select all 
unique primaries for 

hospitals 01-10 

Results = 9918 total cases 
for hospitals 01-10 

Note: The user 
must have 
access to 
report on all 
hospitals data 
to be able to 
leave hospital 
code blank. 

This example shows the All_Flag = 

Y because the hospital code was 

left blank. Therefore the cases 

selected are all unique primaries.  

In this example, the Edit Select 

shows that hospital code 01 was 

used to select all cases for hospital 

01. 
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2. The population below shows how to select ALL analytic cases diagnosed in 2017 for a 
group of specific facilities. Enter the hospital codes separated by commas as shown. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. The population below selects only UNIQUE primaries for a specific list of hospitals for 
analytic 2017 cases.  

 

Results = 4441 total 
cases for hospital 01, 

02 and 03 

Entering these hospital 
codes selects all cases 
for hospital 01, 02 and 

03. Note: The user 
must have access to 
run reports on the 

facilities entered in 
this field.  

By leaving this blank, the 
“all” flag is used to select 

only unique primaries 

By entering the hospital codes 
here we are limiting the 

selection to only those cases for 
hospitals 01, 02 and 03. Note the 

user must have access to run 
reports on the facilities listed 

here.  

Results= 3582 unique 
primaries for hospitals 

01, 02 and 03 

Note: This E-News should replace any previous ones concerning 
how to select these populations! 


